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Note: Items in brackets [ ] are meant to be clarifying statements but are not part of the 
actual audio recording of the webcast. 

 
This transcript must be read in conjunction with the corresponding webcast slides, posted 
on fpa.com. The webcast slide page numbers are referenced below. Please also 

reference the Important Disclosures at the end of this transcript and throughout and at 
the end of the webcast presentation. 
 

You should consider the FPA Queens Road Small Cap Value Fund (the “Fund”) 
investment objectives, risks, and charges and expenses carefully before you 
invest. The Prospectus details the Fund's objective and policies and other matters 

of interest to the prospective investor. Please read the Prospectus carefully before 
investing. 
 
The prospectus for the Fund dated September 28, 2021 and corresponding 

supplements, can be accessed at: https://fpa.com/request-funds-literature. The 
most current prospectus can always be obtained by visiting the website at 
www.fpa.com, by calling toll-free, 1-800-982-4372, or by contacting the Fund in 

writing. 

 

(00:00:00) 

Moderator: Hello and welcome to today’s webcast. My name is Sarah and I will be 

your event specialist today. Please note that—I’m sorry—please note that 

today’s webcast is being recorded. 

  During the presentation, we will have a question and answer 

session. If you would like to ask a question during the presentation, simply 

type your question in the Q&A box located on the bottom left side of the 

console. If you experience any technical issues, as a best practice, we 

suggest you first refresh your browser. If that does not resolve your issue, 

please type your issue in the Q&A box for assistance. 

  It is now my pleasure to hand today’s program over to Courtney 
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Reardon. Courtney, the floor is yours. 

Courtney:  Thank you, operator. Good afternoon, everyone. Thanks for joining 

us today. We’d like to welcome you to FPA Queens Road Small Cap 

Value Fund First Half 2022 Webcast. My name is Courtney Reardon and 

I am the relationship manager for the Fund. 

  In just a moment, you’ll hear from Steve Scruggs, portfolio manager 

of the strategy. Steve [has] managed the Fund since its inception in 2002. 

Over that period, the Fund has delivered benchmark-beating returns, with 

less risk over the long term, and [mitigated down-side risk] [of] capital 

[loss] during every large drawdown. Steve’s disciplined value-based 

approach is predicated on investing in attractively priced small cap 

companies that are in sound financial condition, led by strong 

management teams, and operating in growing industries. 

  As of June 30 [2022], the AUM of the Fund was [approximately] 

$463 million. 

  In terms of our agenda today, there are a few items we’ll cover. 

  First, we often get questions regarding availability of our Small Cap 

Value Fund on various platforms, and we wanted to update you on our 

progress.  The Fund is currently available on most major platforms 

including, Fidelity, Schwab, LPL, TD Ameritrade, Ameriprise, 

Commonwealth, Wells Fargo, RBC, Raymond James, Vanguard. If you 
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have any trouble transacting in the Fund, please feel free to reach out to 

crm@fpa.com, and we will be happy to assist. 

(00:02:04) 

  Next, I’m pleased to announce that Ben Mellman has joined 

Queens Road Small Cap Value team as a senior analyst. Previously, Ben 

spent 11 years as a securities analyst at International Value Advisors 

(IVA). He earned his MBA from Columbia Business School and his BA 

from my alma mater, Columbia University. We believe Ben’s contributions 

will benefit shareholders, and we look forward to his increasing 

contributions over time. 

  And finally, I’ll turn it over to Steve to provide his views on the small 

cap market, review the strategy, and walk through an investment example. 

Then we’ll open it up to Q&A. 

  If at any time during this webcast, you have a question, please 

submit those via your device on your screen, and we’ll get to them at the 

end of the presentation. 

  An audio replay, transcript, slides, and a visual replay of today’s 

webcast will be made available on our website FPA.com. 

  Steve, over to you. 

Steve: [Please reference slide 2] Thank you, Courtney. Good afternoon and 

thank you all for joining us today as we recap the first half of 2022. 

mailto:crm@fpa.com
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  For the six months ending June 30, [2022], the Fund was down 

14.3% while the Russell 2000 Value was down 17.3%, resulting in [the 

Fund’s] outperformance of 3%. Persistently high inflation, rising interest 

rates, and the ongoing war in Ukraine weighed heavily across the markets 

during the first half of the year.1 The Fed has stated its primary concern is 

to get inflation down to its target rate of 2%, and the resulting quantitative 

tightening has weighed heavily on the markets, with price/earnings 

multiples contracting significantly throughout the first half of the year. The 

S&P 500 fell over 20% from its January peak, and it’s officially in bear 

market territory. 

(00:03:57) 

 [Please reference slide 3] During times of market weakness, the Fund 

has historically [mitigated downside risk] better than its benchmark and 

peer group. [The Fund’s] outperformance during this most recent 

downturn is in line with our expectations. We expect to outperform in down 

markets, and trail somewhat in robust markets. 

  When we look at rolling 5-year returns since the Fund’s inception, 

this pattern is evident. When the benchmark is down, the Fund has 

outperformed in 23 out of 23 instances. When the benchmark return is 

between 0% and 10% on a 5-year rolling basis, the Fund outperformed in 

 
1 Past performance is no guarantee, nor is it indicative, of future results. 
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58 out of 79 instances, or 71% of the time. I’m sorry, that’s 58 out of 82 

instances, which is [approximately] 71% of the time. And when the 

average market return was greater than 10%, the Fund only outperformed 

[approximately] 8% of the time. And again, this is over rolling 5-year 

periods. 

  Our goal is to outperform over full market cycles, and we define that 

as from a market peak to the subsequent peak.  

 [Please reference slide 4] During the first half of this year, our 

outperformance was broad-based by industry, and a result of our 

disciplined and structured process rather than hitting a small number of 

home runs. And, on the contrary, we had one company during the period 

in particular that had a significant negative impact on our relative 

performance. In spite of that, we still outperformed [the Fund’s benchmark] 

by [approximately] 3%. 

  And that company is Synaptics, and it’s one of our long-term 

holdings, and it fell approximately 60% during the period, and this 

detracted approximately [3.3%] from [the Fund’s] performance. 

(00:05:59) 

  And Synaptics is a company we've owned for many years, and [the 

Fund has] done very well with it, and during 2021, it grew to become one 

of [the Fund’s] largest holdings. We began to trim it late last year on 
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valuation, and then we sold some more during January of this year, and 

we ultimately trimmed about a third of our position. And Synaptics is a 

long-term core holding, it’s a quality compounder with good management, 

and we’re [remain] positive on their long-term prospects.2 

  This significant share price fall has brought the valuation back to a 

very attractive level, and we've actually started adding to our position over 

the last couple of months. Trading in and out of a stock this quickly is 

somewhat rare for us, but we think it illustrates our valuation discipline as 

we trimmed when it was high and bought back at a significantly lower, and 

very compelling, price.3 And I’ll talk a little bit more about Synaptics in a 

moment. 

  Another significant item that had a negative impact on our 

performance was our not owning any energy stocks. Our underweight 

allocation to the energy sector detracted from performance by about 2.7%. 

We typically will avoid commodity exposure, as we have no ability to 

predict commodity prices, and the energy industry historically has had low 

returns on capital, poor shareholder economics and, with the current 

environmental debate over fossil fuels, we think that the long-term 

economics of the industry are going to get worse, and that’s in spite of the 

 
2 The information provided does not reflect all positions purchased, sold or recommended by FPA during 1H 2022, 

and should not be considered a recommendation to purchase or sell a particular security  
3 It should not be assumed that recommendations made in the future will be profitable or will equal the performance 

of the securities discussed herein. Portfolio composition will change due to ongoing management of the Fund. 
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recent runup in oil prices, which is due mostly to geopolitical issues. What 

we do look for, we prefer to seek high-quality franchises with differentiated 

products that have pricing power. 

(00:07:59) 

  And lastly, I’ll add that cash did help the Fund during the first half of 

the year but, as always, cash is a residual of the investment process and 

never a market call. We've been putting some of our cash to work 

throughout the year in a very measured way, and we’re currently at just 

under 12%.4 

 [Please reference slide 5] As broad markets have fallen, valuations have 

come down, and when we compare the decrease in the price/earnings 

ratio between large cap stocks and small cap stocks, the decrease in 

small cap valuations over the last several years has been much greater. 

  This chart shows the relative valuation of small cap versus large 

cap stocks over the last 40 years [as of March 31, 2022]. Over that period, 

small caps traded at a median P/E roughly equal to the P/E of large caps. 

Currently, small caps trade at a 20% discount to the P/E of large caps, 

and this is only the third time in the last 40 years that this discount has 

been that great. 

 [Please reference slide 6] I’d like to take a second now and walk through 

 
4 As of July 26, 2022. 
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one of our portfolio holdings to illustrate our thinking as we work through 

our investment process. We think of our investment process as having 

four pillars. 

  Balance sheet strength—we seek companies with strong balance 

sheets. We’re not comfortable owning companies that have significant 

liabilities, whether it’s debt, legal, regulatory, pension, or something 

inherent in the business model, that could cause insolvency concerns 

when there's an economic or financial or some other type of crisis. We 

want to make sure we’re investing in companies that have staying power. 

(00:09:54) 

  The second tier is valuation. We normalize the economic earnings 

of a company over a full market cycle. We’re primarily using free cash flow 

discount models, and we want to buy at a price that gives us a margin of 

safety. 

  The third pillar: management. When we evaluate a management, 

we want to see that they have a track record of laying out a long-term 

strategy and executing to achieve their stated objectives. 

  And the last sector is industry analysis, and we want to own 

companies that are in growing industries, with stable competitive 

dynamics, and favorable economics. We tend to avoid commodity 

industries, overly competitive industries, and try to seek out companies 
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that compete in industries that have long-term growth expectations. 

  [Please reference slide 7] I’d like to take a second now and walk 

through that process with a particular holding, and the company we’re 

going to talk about is the one I just mentioned, Synaptics. Synaptics 

designs semiconductor solutions that allow humans to better interact with 

electronic devices. Historically, their primary market was in the touchpads 

on PCs. From there, they transitioned to focus on touchscreens on mobile 

phones and other devices. And their current strategy has evolved to focus 

on Internet of Things products, which now represents about two-thirds of 

their revenue in the most recent quarter. And this segment has grown at 

50% a year over the last three years and, within that segment, automotive 

is the fastest-growing area. And they achieved $100 million of revenue per 

quarter run rate, well ahead of their previously announced schedule. I 

recently heard in an interview the other day, the average car has about 

1,400 integrated chips in it. And as we move to more electric vehicles, that 

trend should continue.5 

(00:12:11) 

  [Please reference slide 8] When we go through the four pillars with 

Synaptics, 6 the first thing, when we look at balance sheets, the company 

 

5 Sources: Bloomberg; Deloitte; and Car and Driver (https://www.caranddriver.com/features/a32034437/computer-

chips-in-cars/. 
6 The information and data regarding Synaptics referenced in this section is sourced from Synaptics Third Quarter 

https://www.caranddriver.com/features/a32034437/computer-chips-in-cars/
https://www.caranddriver.com/features/a32034437/computer-chips-in-cars/
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has about $900 million in debt versus about $840 million in cash on the 

balance sheet. They have no significant hidden liabilities. Inventories are 

lean right now, primarily due to supply chain issues, but demand is very 

strong across most of their markets. When we look at valuation, the 

company currently trades around 12 times our estimate of normalized free 

cash flow, and just about 10 times this year’s expected earnings. Revenue 

growth over the last 10 years has been around 8%, and free cash flow 

growth has been 14% over that year. And we think there’s probably some 

near-term weakness in the smartphone markets and PCs, but that’s going 

to be offset by the continued growth in the higher-margin Internet of 

Things products. 

  If I move on to management, several years ago, management, they 

embarked on an ambitious strategy which includes selling off some of their 

lower-margin legacy business, mostly their TDDI LCD touch display 

business, and they focused on higher-margin, higher-growth markets such 

as the OLED controllers and the IoT products that I just mentioned. 

  Several transactions over the last few years. They’ve had some 

integration issues but we would rate them as overall successful. They’ve 

purchased DisplayLink, which is video compression technology; DSP 

Group, which is digital signal processing; and they’ve bought the unit from 

 
Fiscal 2022 Earnings Presentation and FactSet. 
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Broadcom that sells in the Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and GPS markets. 

(00:14:18) 

  And [we believe] this has put the company in a position to capitalize 

on these fast-growing markets, and their success has showed up in the 

financial statements in both top-line growth as well as margin expansion. 

  So when we look at the industries in which they compete. IoT, 

which is now two-thirds of their business, their products are broadly 

diversified across in-use applications, and it is a high-growth area and 

expectations are that that area is going to continue to grow rapidly. The 

PC Touchpad business is down over the last year compared to the 

previous period, which was unusually good due to the high sales of 

laptops during the COVID lockdowns. And this business is expected to 

grow, albeit slowly, but it has a reasonably healthy outlook. And their other 

segment, Mobile Products, smartphones are down significantly. A lot has 

to do with China’s Zero COVID policy. The company—they focused on the 

higher-end flagship models, with the OLED, TDDI and as 5G phones, the 

adoption continues to increase, we expect this segment is going to show 

healthy growth as well. And additionally, the company is very excited 

about the potential of their virtual and augmented reality markets, where 

their products offer best-in-class pixel density and low latency, which are 

extremely important in these products. 
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(00:16:03) 

  And the company’s, as I’ve mentioned, their inventories are below 

plan due to supply chain issues, but there are some legitimate concerns 

regarding channel inventory of their customers. Major handset 

manufacturers have confirmed this. However, there isn't as good a 

visibility for their IoT channel and that’s because the customer base is far 

more fragmented and their products go into such a broad range of 

devices. And we think this could pose near-term headwinds but the long-

term health of their primary market appears strong. 

  This is, Synaptics is a good example of how we think through an 

investment. We always focus on the fundamentals, and we always take a 

long view. We try to uncover the underlying issues that a company faces 

and think through them probabilistically and, again, with the long-term 

view. And when we do this with Synaptics, we feel really good about their 

long-term prospects. 

 [Please reference slide 9] As we look through the portfolio today, 

valuations of the companies we own look attractive. We think we’re getting 

these attractive valuations because of the heightened near-term 

uncertainty and the potential of a recession. As always, we focus on 

balance sheet strength, management quality, and industry outlook. We 

feel confident that the companies we’re invested in have the staying power 
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and a long-term ability to adapt and thrive in the uncertain future. 

  When we go through our process, we have to weigh the different 

pillars—balance sheet, valuation, management, and industry—against 

each other. I say that because we’re willing to pay up a little for quality 

when it makes sense. 

(00:17:59) 

  A good example of that is a company like ServisFirst Bancshares. 

Their long-term track record is remarkable. ServisFirst [has historically] 

trade[d] for a premium compared to other regional banks and yet [we 

believe it] is still a good value.7 And companies like this make up the core 

of the portfolio—[what we believe are] high-quality companies that are 

reasonably valued, with great long-term prospects. And we call them 

“long-term compounders” and we hope to own them forever. Right now, 

about 75% of the portfolio is in what we would call long-term 

compounders. And don’t get me wrong, we’re valuation-conscious with 

these companies as well, but we’re willing to pay a little bit more for higher 

quality. 

  And the rest of the portfolio is what we consider quality value—

value meaning that they're cheap [to historic or peer pricing], and quality 

 
7 Source Factset; since its initial public offering on May 14, 2014, ServicFirst Bancshares has traded at a premium to 

the iShares US Regional Bank ETF and SPDR Regional Bank ETF base on its price to book value. Comparison the 

to the ETFs is for information purposes only. Past performance is no guarantee, nor is it indicative, of future results.   
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meaning they're not junk. They have a core franchise that we expect to 

grow a little and throw off cash. They may not have some of the 

exceptional qualities of our long-term compounders but they're a good 

business that trade at attractive valuations. Oftentimes we’ll find a 

company that’s experiencing a company-specific issue that brings the 

valuation down to an attractive level. We go through the four pillars of our 

process with these companies. They have to have strong balance sheets 

and good managements, and they must be in good industries, but it’s all a 

matter of degree. So right now, one of these type companies are trading at 

6-8 times expected earnings, but there's a lot of risk there. We think that 

these valuations more than compensate us for the imperfections in the 

other pillars, and on a risk/reward basis, they're very attractive. 

(00:19:54) 

  A good example of this is portfolio holding PVH. We consider it a 

quality value company. They own the Calvin Klein and Tommy Hilfiger 

brands. They have strong brand recognition and pricing power in their 

international operations, which is most of their business. And it’s very 

cheap. We know fashion can be fickle and there are definitely some 

concerns with channel inventories but at the current valuation, we think it’s 

an attractive opportunity. It’s currently a small position in the portfolio. 

  As I mentioned earlier, in the current market downturn, our high-
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quality compounders have held up better than [the Fund’s] quality value 

positions. And so our quality value holdings—and what we’re seeing in the 

universe of good-but-not-great companies—has gotten considerably 

cheaper. As bottom-up stock pickers, we always weigh the opportunity set 

in front of us. We prefer the long-term compounders, the exceptional 

companies that we expect to outperform over long periods of time, and so 

the portfolio is always tilted in that direction. In spite of the volatile year 

and the down-market, given the improved valuations of our portfolio, we’re 

excited about the opportunities we’re seeing today and we feel better 

about the portfolio’s long-term prospects than we have in quite some time. 

  And with that, I will open it up for any questions you may have. 

Courtney: [Please reference slide 10] Great. I will read the first pre-submitted 

question. Steve, how do you manage negative cash flows? 

Steve: I’m not—negative cash flow, I’m not sure if that means negative fund flows 

into the Fund or a company that has negative cash flow, so— 

(00:22:01) 

Courtney: Steve, can you hear me? 

Steve: Yes, can you hear me? 

Courtney: Yes. 

Steve: Okay, sorry. I don’t know if you all heard me. So I don’t know if that 

question means for a company or for the Fund so I’ll answer both. 
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  For the Fund, cash has been elevated for some time and we have 

plenty of liquidity in the companies that we own so that’s, it’s not really an 

issue. What we do, we look at position size within the portfolio, we make 

sure our positions are sized according to our conviction, with a 5% 

maximum position size. 

  And for companies with negative cash flows, we normalize cash 

flow, and that means we don’t just look at the most recent operating 

margin. We look at operating margins over a full [market] cycle and that’ll 

vary depending on how cyclical the business is. But sometimes it will lead 

us to normalizing margins higher, as would be the case if a company had 

negative cash flow for a period, and sometimes we normalize margins 

down if recent experience has been impacted by shorter-term 

considerations or due to cyclical issues. But I hope that answers the 

question. 

Courtney: Great, and then the next question is about your thesis in SAIC and how it 

compared to Booz Allen. I guess the person asking the question thinks 

that Booz Allen seems somewhat higher quality from an ROC and 

financial strength perspective. Can you dive into your SAIC thesis and 

maybe how it relates to Booz Allen? 

(00:23:48) 

Steve: Yes, well, we—as a primary competitor with SAIC, we come across Booz 
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Allen and have looked at it, but not in too great a depth, not like we have 

with SAIC. But as I say, they compete directly with one another. Booz 

Allen’s a little bit larger than what our target market is. Though what we 

like about SAIC is the consistency of their business. It is what we would 

consider a long-term compounder with relatively low risk, a funded 

backlog, a substantial funded backlog. As with all companies, there are 

some things that concern us. The Unisys acquisition, which was very large 

for them, that they made a couple of years ago, appears to be okay. I 

would not say it was a great deal but a good deal. But when we get to 

valuation, right now, the company is about, I would say, 12 times 

normalized free cash flow.8 It’s had consistent long-term, slow, steady 

growth and we expect that to continue. But as far as the direct comparison 

to Booz Allen, I really don’t want to share an opinion on a company that 

we don’t own. 

Courtney: Thank you, Steve. If there are any questions, please submit them now, 

and we’ll pause as we gather additional questions. 

  I’m not seeing any additional questions. So that appears to be our 

final question for today. 

(00:25:52) 

 [Please reference slides 11-14] Thank you to those listening to the FPA 

 
8 Source: Factset, SAIC management presentation 
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Queens Road Small Cap Value Fund First Half 2022 Webcast. I’ll now 

turn it over to the system moderator for closing comments and 

disclosures. Operator, over to you. 

Moderator: Thank you for your participation in today’s webcast. We invite you, your 

colleagues and shareholders to listen to the playback of this recording and 

view the presentation slides that will be available on our website within a 

few weeks at FPA.com. We urge you to visit the website for additional 

information about the funds, such as complete portfolio holdings, historical 

returns, and after-tax returns. 

  Following today’s webcast, you will have the opportunity to provide 

your feedback and submit any comments or suggestions. We encourage 

you to complete this portion of the webcast. We know your time is 

valuable, and we do appreciate and review all of your comments. 

  Please visit FPA.com for future webcast information, including 

replays. We post the date and time of upcoming webcasts towards the 

end of each current quarter, and webcasts are typically held three to four 

weeks following each quarter end. If you did not receive an invitation via 

email for today’s webcast and would like to receive them, please email us 

at crm@fpa.com. 

  We hope that our quarterly commentaries, webcasts and special 

commentaries will keep you appropriately informed on the strategies 
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discussed today. 

  We do want to make sure you understand that the views expressed 

on this call are as of today and are subject to change without any notice, 

based on market and other conditions. These views may differ from other 

portfolio managers and analysts at the firm as a whole, and are not 

intended to be a forecast of future events, a guarantee of future results, or 

investment advice. 

  Past performance is no guarantee, nor is it indicative of future 

results. 

  Any mention of individual securities or sectors should not be 

construed as a recommendation to purchase or sell such securities, 

or invest in such sectors, and any information provided is not a 

sufficient basis upon which to make an investment decision. 

(00:28:00) 

  It should not be assumed that future investments will be 

profitable or will equal the performance of the securities or sector 

examples discussed. 

  Any statistics or market data mentioned during this webcast have 

been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but the accuracy and 

completeness cannot be guaranteed. 

  You should consider the Fund’s investment objectives, risks, 
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charges, and expenses carefully before you invest. 

  The prospectus details the Fund’s investment objective and 

policies, risks, charges, and other matters of interest to a 

prospective investor. Please read this prospectus carefully before 

investing. 

  The prospectus may be obtained by visiting the website at 

FPA.com, by email at crm@fpa.com, tollfree by calling 1-800-982-

4372, or by contacting the Fund in writing. 

  FPA funds are distributed by UMB Distribution Services, LLC. 

  This concludes today’s call. Thank you and enjoy the rest of your 

day. 

(00:29:10) 

[END FILE] 

 


